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1 Introduction 
The New Jersey Division of Elections conducted a research project funded by the Federal Voting 

Assistance Program’s (FVAP) Electronic Absentee System for Elections (EASE) grant. The purpose of 

the research project was to explore the development of an electronic ballot duplication system for 

absentee ballots received from military and overseas voters. The EASE grant also funded projects 

including: online blank ballot delivery, online voter registration, online ballot requests, and online ballot 

tracking.  The resulting data will help identify and improve the true nature of the entire voting 

experience for military and overseas voters. 

 

The New Jersey Divisions of Elections’ vision is to reduce the additional workload of remaking or 

manually duplicating potentially thousands of ballots by exploring new technologies capable of 

automating the current manual duplication process. 

 

The project’s objective was to evaluate a technology approach referred to as “PDF scrapping” and 

determine if it was a viable approach to the automated duplication of ballots. If possible, this approach 

was hypothesized to be an alternative and cost effective solution. PDF scrapping refers to an 

approach involving direct digital image processing of the ballot as opposed to the processing of 

barcodes or other encoded images for the duplication logic. PDF scrapping reads the ballot returned 

by the voter, determines the ballot style and interprets the voter’s selections using image processing, 

and then duplicates the ballot in the appropriate ballot format, which can be read by the jurisdictions’ 

optical or digital scan tabulator. 

 

During the course of the project, SCYTL developed a solution that performed PDF scrapping using 

digital image processing and successfully tested it with the duplication of thousands of ballots. These 

ballots represented different election vendors and voting rules. SCYTL concluded that “PDF 

scrapping” is a viable option based on the results seen during this project and detailed in this report. 
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2 Project Background 
 

2.1 Absentee Voting 
Every year, hundreds of thousands of voters choose to vote via absentee voting methods. History has 

shown that the availability of this voting method is important to ensure that all voters have a chance to 

cast a ballot for each election. Many of these voters are Military and Overseas voters who are away 

from their residence on Election Day and do not have the option to vote in person. 

 
 

2.2 Absentee Ballot Duplication 
Absentee voting is a process of two parties remotely sending documents back and forth. During this 

process, ballots can be modified intentionally or unintentionally in such a way that they cannot be read 

by the jurisdiction’s ballot tabulators when they are returned. This can happen if the ballot is returned 

via fax or email, which can change its size and image quality, or when a ballot is damaged during the 

return. 

 

These ballots are often unreadable because the systems that scan ballots work based on a set of 

expectations and tolerances to which these ballots do not conform. If something is off with one of the 

expectations or tolerances, the ballot may not be read or may not be read correctly. 

 

First, the ballot itself needs to be the same paper stock quality and weight, ink density, size, 

orientation, and oval compression as the system expects and is programmed to accept. All of these 

expectations are important to the correct reading of the ballot for different reasons: 

• Paper Stock Quality and Weight – this helps the scanner check and make sure it is only 

reading one ballot at a time. If the paper weight is too thin or thick, it will cause an error because 

the scanner is not sure if it is processing only one ballot. 

• Size – the size of the ballot must match expectations so the scanner ensures it is reading the 

full length of the ballot. 

• Orientation – the scanner is expecting the ballot to contain certain markings that help it 

determine the ballot style and where to read the selections. If the ballot orientation is changed 

from portrait to landscape, the scanner will not find the timing marks and not be able to 

understand the ballot. Timing marks are explained in more detail below. 

• Compression – the scanner is programmed to expect a certain number of timing mark rows 

and columns per inch. Therefore, if the ballot is significantly compressed or expanded, it will not 

be able to read the timing marks. 
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Second, the scanners base much of their ability to interpret ballots on distinct machine-readable 

markings on the ballot which help determine which ballot style the current ballot is and where to look 

for the voter’s selections. These markings are referred to as timing marks, and their conformance to 

expectations is very important. Furthermore, the scanners are typically set up with scanning heads in 

certain places in the paper path to read only the timing marks and the ovals. This means that the ballot 

must be aligned with these scanning sensors in order to be read. 

 

Timing marks are important because they establish an invisible grid for the scanner based on the 

location of marks down the side and across the top. At the intersection of these invisible lines, the 

scanner knows to expect an oval if the ballot style is programmed for one to be there. The scanner 

then uses optical mark recognition (OMR) to sense the darkness of the region and determine if a 

selection has been made or not. This threshold is set differently per jurisdictional requirements and is 

affected by paper thickness. If the area where the scanner is looking for a mark is off, it is possible for 

the ballot to not detect important sections of the voter’s selection. The timing marks can also allow the 

scanner to do some small amount of correction for skew and scan speed. 

 

The image below shows the timing marks in black as they appear down the side and across the top. 

The blue and purple lines depict the scanning grid, which is used by the scanner to detect selections. 
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When ballots are determined to not be machine-readable, election officials have two options: 1) 

manually count the ballot, or 2) manually duplicate the ballot to a new ballot to be scanned by the 

tabulating system. The decision on which option to use typically depends on the size of the jurisdiction 

and the expected number of unreadable ballots. For more specific information about the process used 

in New Jersey and other duplication alternatives, see Section 5.2. 

 
 

2.3 Project Goal 
The primary goal of the New Jersey Electronic Ballot Duplication System Research Project was to 

provide an automated method to remake or duplicate ballots that would not require a barcode on the 

ballot. For more specific information about the use of a barcode on the ballot, see section 5.2. 

 
 

2.4 Project Constraints 
The following constraints were established during the project: 

• Many UOCAVA voters print their ballots using desktop printers and local paper styles. This 

generates a wide variety of ballot styles, which will all have to be processed by the solution 

proposed. 

• There are various channels that are utilized to return UOCAVA ballots: postal mail, fax, and 

email. 

• Barcodes shall not be used. 

• The ballot duplication data will be gathered from 11 different tabulation systems (ballot formats 

and tabulators). See Section 4 Project modifications for changes to this item. 

• The output of the processing will be a tabulator-ready (machine-readable) ballot. 

• The project includes the development of a Proof of Concept (POC). 

• The POC will demonstrate the results obtained during the execution of the project. 
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3 Project Scope 
The project was commissioned with a very specific scope of determining and demonstrating the 

feasibility of an automated ballot duplication system. 

 
 

3.1 Determination 
SCYTL was responsible for the research and analysis necessary to develop a solution for the 

duplication of non-machine-readable ballots into machine-readable ballots. This included the 

identification of key issues and obstacles that were necessary to overcome to make this technology 

possible. Included in this area of the project was an evaluation of the following aspects of the 

technology: 

1. Difference in Page Dimensions – the project and technology solution needed to account for 

the differences in page dimensions caused by the printer capacity of voters. 

2. Setup/Configuration – the project and technology solution needed to account for any setup 

and configuration of the system to read the ballots and any user interface necessary during the 

duplication of ballots. This also included the processing of physical ballots into an electronic 

format so they could be interpreted. 

3. Mapping of Ballot Selections – the project and technology solution needed to account for the 

process of translating the voter’s selections on the returned ballot to the correct selections on 

the final ballot. This included the consideration of accidental voter markings, page folds, or other 

unexpected information on the returned ballots. 

4. Marking of Final Ballots – the project and technology solution needed to account for a method 

of obtaining and marking the final ballot to reproduce the voter’s original ballot. This included 

the process of determining the correct ballot style and reproducing the voter’s selections. 

 
 

3.2 Demonstration 
Once the feasibility was determined, SCYTL was responsible for the documentation and 

demonstration of the auto-duplication technology that properly scans a non-machine-readable voted 

ballot and reproduces the ballot in the form and condition required by the various tabulating 

equipment. 

 

SCYTL was to demonstrate that voted ballots could be interpreted for their contents and reproduce the 

voter’s selections when ballots are returned in the following conditions: 

• Returned by fax 

• Returned via email 

• Returned as photocopies through the mail 

In each case, SCYTL was to demonstrate the “scrapping” of the voter’s selections from the ballot and 

generate a machine-readable ballot with the same selections. 
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SCYTL was responsible for testing ballots using the types of ballot readers used in New Jersey. 
 
 

SCYTL was responsible for assessing the effectiveness and accuracy of the ballot duplication 

process. 

 

SCYTL was responsible for reporting how many ballots were submitted into the auto-duplication 

system, how many machine-readable ballots were produced, the auto-duplication processing speed, 

the time-savings over manual duplication, and how the auto-duplication can produce reports as 

necessary. 
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4 Project Modifications 
During the course of the project, the scope and goals of the project remained the same. There was 

one significant change, which is detailed below. 

 
 

4.1 Ballot Formats 
The initial scope of the project called for ballots representing 11 tabulators to be evaluated using the 

automatic ballot duplication technology. Due to certain constraints and the opportunity to include an 

additional ballot type, it was agreed to evaluate the following formats: 

• Monmouth County, NJ, Dominion Teamwork Format – this ballot format is generated using the 

Dominion Teamwork system. An example of this format is provided in Appendix A. 

• Sussex County, NJ, ES&S Format – this ballot format is created using the ES&S Election 

Management software. An example of this format is provided in Appendix B. 

• Dominion ICC Format – This ballot format is a landscape ballot, which is read left to right. An 

example of this format is provided in Appendix C. 

• Orange County, CA, Hart Format – This ballot format is created using the Hart Election 

Management software. An example of this format is provided in Appendix D. 
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5 Ballot Duplication Process 
 

5.1 Current New Jersey Ballot Duplication Process 
The vote by mail (absentee voting) process for uniformed and overseas civilian voters in the State of 

New Jersey begins in advance of the requirement to begin sending ballots 45 days before Election 

Day. During that time, County Clerk’s prepare ballots to send to UOCAVA voters. Paper ballots are 

mailed to all UOCAVA voters unless the voter requests the ballot be sent by fax or email. Those voters 

requesting a ballot by email receive a PDF of the same ballot that would be provided by postal mail. 

When the completed ballot is received from the UOCAVA voter, the signature is compared to the 

signature on the voters’ application for a vote-by-mail ballot. This is done by the Boards of Election. If 

the signatures are considered a match and there are no other issues, the affidavit is separated from 

the secrecy envelope to ensure voter privacy. 

 

Because many UOCAVA ballots are not machine-readable, they must be duplicated on to machine- 

readable ballots. Those ballots received by email receive the same treatment. The process is as 

follows: 

1. The ballot is determined to be non-machine-readable by inspection. 

2. A machine-readable blank ballot of the same style is selected. 

3. Two election office workers or more, one Republican and one Democrat, jointly verify the votes 

on the UOCAVA ballot and then transfer those votes to the blank machine-readable ballot of 

the same style. 

4. The original UOCAVA ballot is stamped “spoiled ballot” and then stamped with a number and 

initialed by one or more of the Board of Election office workers. The same number and initials 

are placed on the duplicated ballot in an area so as not to affect the scanning of that ballot. 

5. The original spoiled ballots are stored separately from the machine-readable ballots. 

6. The duplicated machine-readable ballots are scanned. 

7. Write-in votes are separated and counted separately. 
 
 

The duplication takes approximately 4-5 minutes per ballot. 
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5.2 Barcode Ballot Duplication Process 
While not currently in use in New Jersey, other states and counties have begun deploying automated 

ballot duplication with barcodes (typically a QR or PDF417 2D barcode). This approach became viable 

after the passage of the Military and Overseas Voter Empowerment (MOVE) Act of 2009. The MOVE 

Act required states to provide electronic ballot delivery options to UOCAVA voters who requested an 

emailed absentee ballot. Instead of email, some states opted to use electronic ballot delivery websites, 

which hosted electronic ballots for voters. This software provides a ballot marking tool and enables the 

software to generate a barcode encoded with the ballot style identifier and voter’s selections. This 

barcode is added to the printed ballot that voters return to their election jurisdiction. Upon return, the 

barcodes are read by another piece of software that extracts the selections from the barcodes and 

makes the corresponding marks on a ballot, which are readable by the county’s ballot scanners. 

 

This approach has proven viable and helpful in jurisdictions where a significant portion of voters use 

the electronic ballot delivery system to receive their ballots. However, it is constrained to only 

automatically duplicating ballots generated through the electronic system. It does not help with 

emailed, faxed, or damaged ballots that do not contain the barcode. This approach is also plagued by 

the requirement that the two pieces of software talk to each other with an agreed upon barcode 

encoding format. The electronic ballot delivery solution must encode the barcode with a string of data 

that can be interpreted by the software that will read the barcode. Currently, there is no standard for 

this. 
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6 Automated Duplication Technology Solution 
For this project, SCYTL proposed a proof of concept solution for automated ballot duplication using its 

existing Ballot Replication Tool (BRT) and the IRISXtract for Documents software. 

As shown in the diagram below, the automated ballot duplication system was composed of two main 

complementary elements: 

• The Ballot Scanning module (IRISXtract) will scan the incoming ballots, identify the ballot style, 

align the document to its correct orientation and size, and perform an Optical Mark Recognition 

(OMR) pass in order to lift the voter’s selections and create a raw ballot export that will be used 

by the next module to generate the duplicated ballot. This module was set up and managed by 

IRISXtract for this research project. 

• Ballot Replication Tool: The BRT captured the information generated by the Ballot Scanning 

module and duplicated the information onto the correct corresponding blank ballot style. The 

result is a machine-readable ballot that can be printed on a ballot-on-demand or similar printer. 

This module was developed initially for duplication using barcode technology but was 

customized by SCYTL for this project. 
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The above technology will work on top of standard COTS (commercial-off-the-shelf) software and 

hardware available in the market: 

• Microsoft Windows operating system 

• Microsoft SQL database 

• Standard computers/laptops (meeting minimum specification requirements) 

• Standard document scanners with emboss capabilities 

• A standard printer capable of printing official ballots 

• Standard Local Area Networking appliances 
 
 

The workflow diagram below shows the duplication process using IRISXtract and BRT. 
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6.1 Setup 
For the ballot duplication technology used in this project to work properly, both modules needed to be 

set up by subject matter experts. IRISXtract was configured by IRISXtract project managers and BRT 

was configured by SCYTL IT staff. 

 
 

6.1.1 IRISXtract Setup 
The IRISXtract setup is a two-step process. First, the ballot template must be programmed into 

IRISXtract. This is a process that requires a high technical skill set. It has to be done only once for a 

ballot template. A ballot template is a unique design of a ballot based on where the oval, square, or 

arrow positions might be and where the ballot style identifier is placed. This step has 3 important 

aspects: 

• Identify Error Correction Attributes – this identifies unique aspects of the ballot that will help 

the software detect and correct skew, rotation, variations in size, variations in scanning speeds, 

etc. 

• Identify the Grid of Allowable Voting Positions – this creates a grid of possible marking 

positions and assigns them a row and a column. 

• Identify the Ballot Style ID – this points the software to a place on the ballot to read the ballot 

identifier. 

 

Once these 3 things are identified for a ballot template, they can be reused for each ballot style that 

uses this template. For example, if a county uses the same ballot generation software and always 

uses a 3-column, 14-inch ballot, and a 3:1 oval-to-inch ratio, this setup will only need to be performed 

once. If the ballot design varies, this setup process will need to be repeated. 

 

The following images show the process of setting up the oval grid for a ballot template. 
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After the ballot design setup, the user will complete the election setup. This process identifies each of 

the ballot styles, the number of pages, and the number of contests in the election. Then, for each 

ballot style, the user will identify what each oval means in terms of its contest and option index on the 

ballot. This information is required in order for IRISXtract to identify marks and associate them to 

information that can be exported to the Ballot Replication Tool. There is no practical limit to the 

number of ballot styles and options supported. 

 

The oval mapping is done on a per-ballot-style basis, only requires minimal technological skill, and is 

expected to take a person about 5-8 minutes per ballot style. Since this step can be performed in 

Excel or in an IRISXtract Solution Designer as shown below, it can be completed by election staff or 

an outside vendor. 
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6.1.2 Ballot Replication Tool Setup 
The BRT module must be configured with a “sample” of the oval to be found on the official ballot. This 

“sample” is used in the BRT software to find all of the ovals on each ballot style and properly fill them 

in. This part of the setup must be done by a developer as it is a change in the BRT software. Since 

most ballots use a similar oval, this configuration should not need to occur often. In addition, the BRT 

module must be pointed at a directory where it can find the blank PDF ballots and to a directory where 

it can find the ballot exports from the IRISXtract module. This can be accomplished in just a few 

minutes during the initial setup. 

 
 

6.2 Input 
IRISXtract can handle ballot inputs from multiple types of files, such as JPEG, TIFF, PDF, etc. For this 

project, SCYTL considered one file type that would be universally used for mailed, faxed, and emailed 

ballots. It was recommended that Black & White TIFF was the best file format for the technology and is 

universal enough that ballots returned by any return channel can be converted. While PDF was also 

an option, IRISXtract is more accurate with TIFF files. Therefore, the ballots used in the project were 

all converted to TIFF with G4 compression before processing. 

 

The PDF to TIFF conversion was done outside of IRISXtract and files were converted to .tif files at fax 

compression CCITT T.6 and 300 dpi. Pro Smart PDF converter software was used to meet this 

objective. 
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During the course of the evaluation, many different examples of inputs including ballots returned by 

mail, fax, and email were tested. Additionally, the software was tested with ballots that were of 

different size, skewed, spoiled, rotated, of different image orientation, B&W vs. color, folded, and torn. 

More information about this is shared in the Section 8. 

 

While the project did not use all of IRISXtract’s capabilities, many features, such as the ability to take 

ballots directly from emails and faxes have the potential to be useful. More information on IRISXtract 

capabilities can be found in Appendix E. 

 

The following images represent the types of inputs that SCYTL used with IRISXtract during this 

project. 
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6.3 Ballot Processing 
Once the ballots are introduced to IRISXtract, each ballot is processed in 4 steps: 

1. Image Error Detection and Correction 

2. Ballot Style Identification 

3. Detection of the Voter’s Selections on the Ballot 

4. Export to BRT 
 
 

The Error Detection and Correction step finds a series of marks that were preset in the setup and 

determines if those marks are correctly sized and oriented. If it detects the ballot is skewed and 

shrunken, for example, IRISXtract will apply an adjustment to un-skew and un-shrink the ballot to 

return it to a correct orientation and size. This is accomplished by using a set of blocks with profiles 

that are easy to find and are good representations of the ballot to IRISXtract. The accuracy and 

flexibility of IRISXtract to detect and correct errors depends heavily on how well the ballot is designed 

to allow for this to occur. The best results are achieved when the ballot has at least 3 square blocks on 

different corners of the ballot that are separated from other content. This allows the IRISXtract 

software to detect issues in any dimension and to do so easily without interference from other content 

on the ballot. The example shown in the following image is a one-dimensional line of squares that 

were set up for this error detection and correction. The software identified this line in the skewed input 

and corrected it in the image on the right. 
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If the error detection cannot find the distinct object it is looking for to do the error checking, the ballot 

will be sent to the Verify tool, which will be described later, for further manual evaluation. 

 

Once the error detection and correction step is complete, the processing will search for the ballot style 

identifier. If this process is unable to read the ballot style ID, the ballot will be sent to the IRISXtract 

Verify tool. If the ballot style is found in the database, the processing moves to the next step in order to 

identify selections on the ballot. 

 

The detection of the voter’s selections is performed by IRISXtract searching for a certain threshold of 

pixels within the areas of the ballot identified as oval positions. IRISXtract can be configured with a 

threshold for the detection of a mark. It can also set a range of pixels that can be considered 

“possible” selections. If the software detects pixels in this range, the ballot is sent to the Verify tool for 

manual inspection. Lastly, the software is set up with a pixel count where anything below that count 

will be considered a no-vote. 

 

In order to handle write-ins, IRISXtract is configured to lift the write-in name and store it in a separate 

image file. The software will take and create a TIFF image of the area where the write-in name is 

expected to be placed and export this along with the rest of the selections. 

 

Once the ballot processing is finished, the ballot is either considered processed or has been sent to 

the Verify tool because of one of the errors mentioned. 
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6.3.1 IRISXtract Cockpit 
IRISXtract main user interface component for the processing of ballots is called the Cockpit. A 

screenshot of the Cockpit is shown below. This is where an operator can see ballots ready to be 

processed and ballots processed and use the IRISXtract Verify tool. 
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6.3.2 Verification 
IRISXtract includes a verification tool that allows for the review of the scanned ballot and the 

interpretations. This is the primary tool for manually reviewing ballots, which the software had 

problems reading. For example, if a ballot style identifier cannot be determined, the ballot will not be 

processed but instead will be sent to the Verify tool for manual inspection. The operator can manually 

read the ballot style ID from the ballot and enter it into IRISXtract and reprocess the ballot. 

 

The operator can also review all of the interpretations that IRISXtract has made. This includes the 

ballot identifier and each of the voter’s selections and write-in choices. 

 

Users can select any part of the image and the Verify tool will zoom in and show any interpretation of 

the content to the user. The user can then modify the interpretation if necessary. 

 

 

 
 

All changes made by the operator are logged. There are also special permissions that can be applied 

to the Verify tool so that only authorized personnel have access to it. 

 
 

6.4 Ballot Duplication 
Once the ballot processing is complete in IRISXtract, it exports the ballot selections and other 

information into separate text files for each ballot. Each text file contains the ballot style, date, serial 
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number, and an array of selections. The array of selections is the index of the contest and the index of 

the selected option(s) within each of the contests. 
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The export files are stored in a directory and then processed by the Ballot Replication Tool. The BRT 

was originally designed to receive barcode strings and convert the content to the machine-readable 

ballot. The BRT was modified to receive a collection of export files and perform the same process. 

 
 

 
 

The BRT does not require any knowledge about the ballots in order to work; however, it does need the 

PDF code to appear a certain way, as described below. It needs to recognize what an oval (or symbol 

that represents a selection) represents in PDF terms (underlying PDF code) and how the ovals relate 

to the options. It also needs the blank machine-readable PDF that it will be populating. Once 

completed, it will marry the IRISXtract export with the blank PDF to create a complete voted ballot, 

which is machine-readable. 

 

BRT’s processing will first pull the blank PDF ballot style for the IRISXtract export it is processing by 

searching for a file named after the ballot style in the directory. Once it has the ballot style PDF, it will 

identify the ovals in the PDF and begin to fill in the ones listed in the IRISXtract export as selected. It is 

important that the IRISXtract export have the correct number of total options and the correct index 
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listed for the selected oval. BRT does not recognize contest or candidate names, only the order of the 

ovals on the PDF. 

 
 

6.4.1 Reading PDF Code 
BRT reads PDFs at a low level using spec code, the base codes and operators that encompass all 

Adobe PDFs. Below is an example of the way BRT reads the PDF code (Monmouth PDF example): 

 
 

 
 

Most of this data is not relevant to BRT, but there are a few key pieces of data that BRT uses to detect 

and select ovals. First, inside the square brackets there are letters representing a candidate name, 

“Steven Welzer” in this example (the numbers are for spacing). At the end of the brackets is an 

operator, “TJ.” This operator signifies that what came prior is shown visually on the PDF. Six lines up 

from that name, there is another “TJ” operator that comes after “(l).” The “(l)” happens to be what this 

PDF uses as the representation of an oval. With this, BRT has all the information it needs, as this oval 

corresponds to the candidate name that comes next. Therefore, some operation on this oval will result 

in the PDF showing this candidate as being selected. 

 
 

6.5 Output 
Once BRT has processed the ballots, it yields a completed PDF using the correct ballot style PDF for 

each of the IRISXtract export files. These PDFs are named with the serial number that was assigned 

to the ballot originally when converted to the TIFF file. These ballots can then be printed on a ballot- 

on-demand printer and sent through an optical or digital tabulation system. 
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7 Major Precinct Milestones and Events 
During the course of the project, SCYTL made strides towards both the determination and 

demonstration goals set forth in this project. The results of both the determination and demonstration 

goals is best described by reviewing the major milestones and events of the project. During each of 

these events, SCYTL was able to exhibit progress in both areas and adjust the activity and direction 

based on the feedback received. 

 
 

7.1 Initial Client Demonstration 
This was the first major demonstration of the technology to be used in the project. The demonstration 

took place on September 16, 2014. The demonstration used the Monmouth County ballots and 

processed them through IRISXtract and BRT. Both IRISXtract and BRT had undergone modifications 

to set up and/or configuration to work for the project. The demonstration exposed the potential of the 

technology but also the unpolished exchange of information between the IRISXtract and BRT 

solutions. 

 

The demonstration successfully took voted Monmouth ballots in TIFF form all the way through to the 

generation of fully machine-readable PDFs. The demonstration used hand marked and scanned 

ballots. SCYTL was unable to demonstrate multi-page or write-in support for this demonstration. 

After the demonstration, SCYTL had the following takeaways in order to improve the technology: 

• The technology needed to support a method of capturing write-in votes. A process was 

proposed and discussed with the State that would capture a .tif file in the IRISXtract Software 

and export it with the export data. BRT would be required to place the .tif file in the proper 

location on the duplicated ballot. 

• The State also requested the technology have a method of adding a serialized number to the 

two ballots (original and duplicated) for aiding in the review process. It was believed this would 

be achievable with some work on both the IRISXtract and BRT side of the project. 

• The BRT tool needed to support a bulk import feature instead of taking the IRISXtract export 

strings one at a time. 

• A data conversion tool needed to be developed to seamlessly move the exported IRISXtract 

data to a format acceptable for import into BRT. 
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7.2 Council of State Governments’ Overseas Voting Initiative Technology Working 

Group Demonstration 
On December 9, 2014, SCYTL demonstrated the technology solution to the Council of State 

Governments’ Overseas Voting Initiative Technology Working Group in San Antonio, TX. The 

demonstration provided a robust solution and included additional ballot formats and a broader range of 

ballot conditions. 

 

The notable improvements in the solution for this demonstration were: 

• The IRISXtract and BRT solutions communicated to each other in a single file format that was 

exported from IRISXtract and could be imported into BRT. 

• BRT supported a bulk import method where it could process hundreds of export files at one 

time. 

• Serial numbers were added to the TIFF files during the initial conversion from the original PDFs 

and were carried through to the final PDFs generated by the BRT solution. 

• Support was added to pull write-in selections from the original ballots into TIFF files, but there 

was no capability to add them to the final ballots. 

 

The following issues were identified during the meeting for continued improvements: 

• The serial number created for the duplicated ballot needed to be added to the original paper 

ballot in order to identify the two in the case of a recount. SCYTL recommended a scanner that 

imprints a serial number on the document being scanned. That serial number could be used for 

all the paper ballots and would still use the system generated ID on the .pdf files received. 

• The technology would have to be able to capture a write-in vote even if the voter did not select 

the write-in voting position (some states have court rulings that writing in a name is enough to 

show voter intent). 

• The solution needed to be able to support multi-page ballots. To this point in the project, the 

system supported single-page ballots only. 

 
 

7.3 New Jersey Association of Election Officials (NJAEO) 
On March 17, 2015, The State of New Jersey’s Election Director and SCYTL conducted the final 

demonstration of this project. The end-to-end demonstration included support for multi-page ballots 

and for the complete transfer of write-in votes from the original ballot to the final ballot. It included a 

scanner to obtain the original ballot image from a physical ballot, processing through IRISXtract and 

BRT, and then printing a full ballot for scanning. Due to the complexity of coding a tabulator to accept 

the duplicated ballot, the demonstration did not include the tabulation of the ballot. Instead, a manual 

comparison of the original ballot to the duplicated ballot was performed. 
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8 Testing and Analysis 
The project included testing and analysis with multiple ballot styles from the various counties. The 

testing was divided into feasibility testing and then accuracy testing. For feasibility testing, SCYTL 

used multiple ballot formats to demonstrate the system’s ability to perform duplication on multiple 

types of ballots. The accuracy testing used multiple ballot conditions and studied their impact on the 

accuracy of the duplication on a large set of ballots. The overall testing methodology involved varying 

types of ballot styles, voter selections, return channels, and various types of marks and spoiled ballots. 

The full methodology and results are below. 

 
 

8.1 Feasibility Testing 
SCYTL evaluated a number of different ballot formats to determine what formats could be supported 

with the proof of concept system. The following formats were evaluated: 

• Monmouth County, NJ, Dominion Teamwork Format 

• Sussex County, NJ, ES&S Format 

• Dominion ICC Format 

• Orange County, CA, Hart Format 
 
 
 

8.1.1 Feasibility Testing Results 
 

8.1.1.1 Monmouth County, NJ, Dominion Teamwork Format 
This ballot format is created using the Dominion Teamwork or Sequoia Optical Scan technology. The 

ballots use timing marks and follow a consistent template where the ovals occupy a consistent column 

on the ballot. The ovals are to the right of the option text and write-in blanks. The ballot style is printed 

on the ballot and encoded in a series of automatically completed ovals in the top right of the first page 

of the ballot. The ballot styles used in this evaluation had a three-column setup. The first column was 

used for instructions and the second column was used for voting options. The third column was 

unoccupied. The ballots evaluated were 11 inch ballots. 

 

The results of these ballots were positive. There were no issues for the technology solution using 

IRISXtract and the BRT components. The ballots were able to be configured in IRISXtract and read by 

its process, and BRT was able to accurately determine what ovals to transfer the voter’s selections to 

in its routine to build the final ballot. 
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8.1.1.2 Sussex County, NJ, ES&S Format 
This ballot format is created using the ES&S Unity Election Management system and is designed to be 

read via optical scan technology. The ballots are 3-column ballots with consistent columns for the 

ovals. The ovals are placed to the left of the option text and write-in blanks. The ballot uses timing 

marks to delineate the oval positions. The oval-to-inch ratio is 3:1. The ballots evaluated were 14-inch 

ballots. The ballot style was printed in text at the bottom of the middle column. 

 

The results of these ballots were positive. There were no issues for the technology solution using 

IRISXtract and the BRT components. The ballots were able to be configured in IRISXtract and read by 

its process, and BRT was able to accurately determine what ovals to transfer the voter’s selections to 

in its routine to build the final ballot. 

 
 

8.1.1.3 Dominion ICC Format 
The Dominion ICC format is a left-to-right formatted ballot that can be up to 22 inches in length. It is 

one large grid per ballot side. Each row is a contest, and each column is an option. There is an oval in 

each resulting square of the grid where the voters make their selections. The ballot style is identified in 

the ballot title. These ballots are not generated in the election programming software but are created 

by a vendor who creates and prints the ballots. Bergen, Ocean, and other counties in New Jersey use 

this type of ballot. 

 

For this ballot type, IRISXtract was able to be set up, and it performed the scanning and lifting of ballot 

selections without issue. BRT, however, was unable to completely interpret the PDFand was unable to 

accurately duplicate the ballots. This was due to the way the underlying PDF code was constructed. 

 

For BRT to work in its current design, the PDFs need to be created in a similar fashion to the 

Monmouth County ballot example described in Section 6.4. Too many variations make it 

programmatically impossible for BRT to handle a large quantity of ballots, especially with the 

variations discussed below. 
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The following is the way the code appears in a Bergen County PDF ballot: 
 
 

 
 

With this construction, BRT sees numbers and “c” operators at the end of strings. These operators are 

for drawing curves, and the numbers tell the positioning. This is Bergen’s oval representation. This is 

unreadable to BRT as it takes a representation of an oval and does an operation; there is no single 

oval representation in this PDF, just curve groups. The PDF is compiled with thousands of these 

curves, which brings about another issue: the entire PDF is populated with ovals. When trying to move 

a single oval, every oval on the PDF moves with it. To keep from displaying all of the ovals, white 

rectangles are placed over ovals that were not meant to show up. Finally, the candidate names were 

placed over the rectangles. Since the ovals are drawn segments, BRT cannot pick out what segments 

create what ovals, as there are so many. 
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Finally, here is a snippet from the end of the PDF’s code: 
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This is at the bottom of the PDF’s code and is where all the candidate names are held. This poses two 

problems that BRT cannot correct. First, the names are all grouped together at the bottom; this gives 

no relation to the ovals. Therefore, there is no way to match an oval to the candidate it corresponds to 

on the visual PDF. This grouping of candidate names at the end of the PDF happens when the ovals 

are added first and the candidates are added later using a separate PDF editing software application. 

Second, the names themselves are not in the same order here as they are on the visual PDF. Since 

the IRISXtract software pulls markings from a ballot order based on visual order, a mismatch would 

happen when feeding that output to BRT. 

 

Because of the different way of creating this PDF document, the BRT component is unable to 

understand the contents of the ballot PDF fully enough to accurately transfer the voter’s selections 

onto the correct corresponding ballot. IRISXtract does not have any problems processing the ballot. 

SCYTL evaluated a different design approach to BRT that would remove its dependence on the 

underlying PDF code. This proposed new design is discussed more in Section 11.6. 

 
 

8.1.1.4 Orange County, CA Hart Format 
During the San Antonio, TX, demonstration Orange County, CA, communicated that they process as 

many as 80,000 ballots per election that could result in the need for duplication. Orange County uses 

the election management system from Hart, and SCYTL was asked to evaluate the ability to duplicate 

Hart ballots. SCYTL used a stock example of a Hart ballot for the evaluation. 

 

This ballot format is created from the Hart Election Management system. The ballot has 3 columns of 

races and has square marking areas to the left of the option text. There are no timing marks or 

consistency of marking position on these ballots. The squares are added as the ballot style is 

rendered, and there is no grid for determining where the squares will end up per ballot style. The ballot 

style identifier is printed at the bottom of the center column. The ballots used in this evaluation were 

11-inch ballots. 

 

Due to the nature of the Hart ballot generation, this ballot style was difficult to process through 

IRISXtract or BRT. Since the voting positions move for each ballot style, there is no consistent grid by 

which to program IRISXtract. Furthermore, the BRT component also had difficulty duplicating ballots 

due to the way the PDF was created. 

 

First, the Hart PDF ballot’s creation method appears to cause all candidate names to be encoded. 

This encoding is not something BRT can decipher, thus making it unable to tell where candidate 

names are located in the example, as follows: 
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The “Tj” operator seen here is telling the PDF reader to display the candidate name, but there is a 

translation that happens at some point by the reader that is not known by BRT or SCYTL. 

 

In addition, the ovals and candidate names are not being related in the file. Below is a small portion 

example from the end of the Hart PDF: 

 
 

 
 

The ovals for this ballot are actually two rectangles drawn on top of each other, which is what a “re” 

operator creates. This is similar to the ICC ballot in that this grouping does not allow BRT to match a 

name to a marking space. One of the differences regarding the Hart ballot is that the rectangle shapes 

are able to be filled in by BRT, whereas the circle segments on the ICC ballot are not. 

 

In conclusion, it was determined that IRISXtract could be adjusted to work with these ballots but would 

require additional configuration for each ballot style. The BRT solution, on the other hand, is unable to 

duplicate these ballots without a change in its marking algorithm, such as the proposed change 

outlined in Section 11.6. Alternatively, Hart’s existing ballot duplication technology could be used. Hart 

has certified a method of converting a barcode string to a duplicated ballot. IRISXtract could be set up 

to process the original ballot into the Hart barcode string format and pass this into the Hart ballot 

duplication routine. This would essentially replace the BRT component with Hart’s equivalent. 
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8.2 Accuracy Testing 
In order to evaluate the feasibility, accuracy, and answer other important questions about the 

automated ballot duplication technology, SCYTL devised a testing strategy for a large-scale 

evaluation. This evaluation processed 3,000 ballots with a variety of conditions through the entire 

duplication process. Other smaller tests were also performed in order to evaluate the feasibility of 

certain aspects of the system, such as write-in votes, multi-page ballots, etc. 

 

The testing consisted of the preparation of ballot test decks for Monmouth County’s 2014 Primary 

Election. Once the test decks were prepared, SCYTL simulated the return of the ballots through one of 

the three return channels and imposed certain conditions on the ballots that were similar to those 

demonstrated on live ballots. Next, SCYTL processed the ballots through the IRISXtract system and 

audited those results and made observations about the process. SCYTL then processed the 

IRISXtract results through the BRT solution, which produced the final ballots. SCYTL audited the 

results from the BRT solution against the original ballot test deck and expected results. The ballots 

were tied back to the originals using unique identifiers generated during the TIFF conversion. Other 

observations and notes were made about the process as the testing was done: time to duplicate a 

ballot; technical skill involved; exception cases; auditability; etc. 

 
 

8.2.1 Testing Setup 
In order to achieve the most relevant results, SCYTL designed a ballot test deck that was 

representative of real conditions. The full breakdown of the test deck and conditions is provided below. 

The test deck consisted of ballots from all three return channels—postal mail, fax, and email—with the 

following statistical representation: 

• Postal Mail – 50% 

• Fax – 25% 

• Email – 25% 
 
 

For each return method, certain “conditions” were applied to the test ballots to represent typical 

conditions witnessed with live ballots. These conditions were applied evenly to each of the postal mail, 

fax, and email test sets. 

• No Conditions – the ballot was marked normally and there were no conditions applied 

• Folded – the ballot was folded for fitting into an envelope and introduced noise into the digital 

image where the folds were 

• Torn – the ballot was torn in incidental ways 

• Defaced – water marks at various transparency percentages were introduced to simulate 

various levels of spoiling 
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Additionally, different fax transmittal qualities were used, such as hyperfine/superfine – 408×391 dpi 

(dots per inch) or ppi (pixels per inch), fine – 204×196 dpi or ppi, and low/normal – 204×98 dpi or ppi. 

Various modifications were made to the digital copy to simulate potential ways in which voters return 

the ballots. The following modifications were made: 

• Reduced – the 14-inch ballots were reduced to 11 inches 

• Expanded – the 14-inch ballots were expanded to 17 inches 

• Orientation – the ballots were processed by portrait and landscape 

• Rotation – the ballots were rotated 90 degrees 

• Black and White – black and white copies were generated 

• Color Copy – full color copies were generated 
 
 
 

8.2.2 Accuracy Test Results 
Of the 3,000 ballots processed, 2,995 were processed completely through the IRISXtract and BRT 

solutions without any issues with reading, interpreting, or duplicating the ballots. Five (5) of the ballots 

had issues in the reading portion and were sent to the Verify tool for manual review. IRISXtract had 

difficulty reading the ballot style ID of these ballots on the initial pass. All five of these ballots were low 

DPI faxed ballots. It was possible within the Verify tool to manually enter the ballot style and proceed 

through the rest of the process. The ballots had no further issues. During all of the testing, there was 

never an incident where IRISXtract or BRT misinterpreted the ballot selections and incorrectly 

duplicated a ballot. There was never an incident where a ballot—in any condition—had to be 

duplicated outside of the technology. 

 

During the large deck testing and ad hoc testing, the reduced, expanded, orientation, rotation, black 

and white vs color, and faxed variations were successfully read and understood by the IRISXtract 

software with two exceptions. First, IRISXtract did experience trouble processing the second page of 

the Monmouth ballots because they did not provide enough page alignment marks to facilitate error 

correction. As explained in Section 6.3, each ballot page needs to have distinct marks that allow 

IRISXtract to determine sizing or skew problems in order to correct them. Because the second page of 

the Monmouth ballot lacked any sort of error correction marks, IRISXtract was not able to process 

reduced, expanded, or skewed variations of this page. Second, if the ballots were folded, torn, or 

defaced where the Ballot Style code was printed, IRISXtract had trouble reading the value and would 

send the ballots to the Verify tool. 

 

SCYTL also noticed the marking device seemed to be a significant factor in picking up marks. Since 

adjustments can be done in the IRISXtract tool to adjust the sensitivity, the variations in marking 

devices can be accommodated to a large extent. One proposal for improvement was to introduce a 

dynamic analysis to the processing to determine the voter’s typical marking style on a ballot and then 

automatically adjust the thresholds accordingly. This proposal was not tested. 
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8.3 Solution Limitations 
Overall, the technology solution was capable of performing the entire duplication process with a great 

amount of accuracy, flexibility, and scalability. It does, however, still have limitations that were not able 

to be resolved in the time and scope of this project. These limitations are listed below. For possible 

solutions to these limitations, see Section 11. 
 

8.3.1 Reporting 
The reporting capability of IRISXtract and BRT are limited at the current time. There is great potential 

for the collection and reporting of important data points, and this limitation can be removed. Currently, 

the IRISXtract software has a Cockpit that clearly shows the disposition of each ballot, number 

processed, number requiring verification, serial numbers, etc. IRISXtract also has the ability to report 

what has happened to the ballot, what modifications were made to the ballot in Verify and by whom, 

and how much time the ballot spent at each stage. The BRT Software does not create reports, but it 

can be modified to collect data and build reports for it. 

 
 

8.3.2 Use of PDF Code 
One of the main limitations is that the BRT Software requires that the PDF must have been created in 

a way that allows BRT to understand and manipulate its internal construction. This restriction can be 

removed by refactoring BRT, as described in Section 11.6. 

 
 

8.3.3 Alignment Bar and Ballot Style Code 
To enable all the functions of the IRISXtract Software (alignment, rotation, reduction, etc.), it is 

necessary to have some kind of page alignment marks or objects on each page. If the ballot is devoid 

of any sort of artwork that can be used as a reference point to fix a ballot that has been reduced, 

skewed, or rotated, the IRISXtract tool is limited in its ability to accept and read all returned ballots. 

This occurred with the second page of the Monmouth ballot: there were no markers on the second 

page that would allow the software to preform error correction. Also, IRISXtract needs to be able to 

read the ballot style indicator (either bar code, oval pattern, or number) to know what style to export to 

BRT. This ballot style indicator is best represented with a barcode or large image since the small text 

of a number is usually heavily pixilated when reduced or set to a lower resolution. 

 
 

8.3.4 TIFF Files 
The project limited the input files primarily to the Black & White TIFF file format. SCYTL did not 

evaluate additional formats, such as PDFs or other common formats, which may be preferable to other 

jurisdictions. While other formats are supported, it is not known if they are as accurate as the Black & 

White TIFF files. It is the Black & White—not the TIFF—that aids in accuracy of the optical mark 

resolution as opposed to grey scale and full color. 
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8.3.5 Number of Write-In Votes 
Currently, IRISXtract and BRT are unable to lift and duplicate multiple write-in votes per contest. If 

there is a single write-in vote, IRISXtract will create an image file of the written name and BRT will 

place that image on the duplicated ballot. The solution, however, cannot do this for multiple write-in 

votes per contest. 

 
 

8.3.6 Write-In Vote Without Marked Oval 
It was presented that some jurisdictions—such as California—require the duplication of a write-in vote 

even when the corresponding oval is not marked. This means the voter wrote something in the blank 

to the right or left of the write-in oval but did not mark the oval itself. The request was for the solution 

to be able to detect the presence of the hand-written name without requiring the oval to be marked. 

This is currently not possible within the solution. The solution requires the oval to be marked in order 

for an image of the write-in selection to be captured. 

 
 

8.3.7 Error Checking 
Currently, the overall solution does not perform error checking for possible inadvertent errors made by 

operators or one of the components in the solution. The known gaps are: 

 
Scanning a Ballot Twice – it is conceivable that an operator may process the same ballot twice 

through the duplication system and do so undetected if no audit is performed. This is possible when a 

user takes an emailed ballot and processes through IRISXtract twice or more to create multiple export 

files and thus multiple machine-readable PDFs from BRT. If there is no post-election audit to reveal 

more ballots cast than voters who voted, this will go undetected. There are numerous ways in which 

this can be mitigated but were not addressed in this project. These types of solutions to prevent this 

are discussed in Section 11. 

 

Incorrect Reading of Ballot Style ID – due to the nature of BRT’s marking algorithm, if the ballot 

style ID is misread by IRISXtract or if IRISXtract is off by an oval, the results in BRT could be 

completely incorrect. BRT does not perform any error checking to confirm the ballot style is correct or 

to verify if the number of ovals reported by IRISXtract matches the number of ovals on the ballot style. 

Adding this error checking step, as proposed in Section 11.2, could prevent possible issues. 
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9 Technology Evaluation 
In order to fully review the automated ballot duplication technology, the SCYTL research team 

identified a series of criteria for which to compare the current ballot duplication process described in 

Section 5.1 and the proof of concept used in this research. The comparison should inform interested 

parties of the areas in which the automated ballot duplication approach can be helpful and areas 

where it may not be. For further review, SCYTL has added an additional section on how more optimal 

results can be achieved with the automated ballot duplication approach using SCYTL’s recommended 

solution instead of the proof of concept. 

 

For the analysis below, the testing results from the previous section were used along with information 

provided by the New Jersey Division of Elections and reports from election specialists familiar with 

typical manual ballot duplication processes. 
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9.1 Evaluation Criteria 
The following evaluation criteria were used to compare and contrast manual ballot duplication to 

automated ballot duplication. 

 
 

CRITERION DESCRIPTION 

 
ACCURACY 

The likelihood that the duplication process leads to the correct transcription 
of ballot selections onto the correct ballot style and only creates one final 
duplicated ballot for each returned ballot 

 
ADAPTABILITY How easily the solution can be used in different jurisdictions, with different 

technologies and different processes (i.e. how universal is the technology) 
 

AUDITABILITY The presence of a chain of custody and other audit controls that would 
allow an auditor to confirm the correct duplication of ballots 

LOW COST The financial cost of the duplication technology and efforts over a 2-, 4-, 
and 8-year time period 

EASE OF 
ADOPTION 

The level of difficulty to adopt and begin use in a jurisdiction: How much 
training is required for each member of the staff to be prepared? 

 
EASE OF SETUP The amount of time and level of skill required to set up the duplication 

technology and/or process 

EASE OF 
OPERATION 

The ease at which an election official can manage or operate the 
procedure/technology 

 
EFFICIENCY/SPEED The amount of time spent actively duplicating ballots or operating the 

technology 

 
RELIABILITY 

The ability to complete ballot duplication accurately and timely for each 
ballot and election, factoring in personnel issues, technology down-time, 
etc. 

 
REPORTING The level of reporting available, including ballot statistics and analytics 

useful to improving the process 
 

SCALABILITY The amount of the process that can be scaled without a disproportionate 
amount of difficulty to maintain the current process 

 
TRANSPARENCY 

The visibility of the duplication process and results to voters, officials, and 
interests groups 
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9.2 Scoring Methodology 
Each evaluation criterion is given a weight that represents the overall importance of that criterion 

relative to the other criteria. This weight is then multiplied by the score in each area for each 

duplication method. The results for each method/criterion are then compiled to give each method a 

total score. The ballot duplication method with the highest score should be considered the most viable 

approach for ballot duplication. 

 

Weights are given from 1 to 10 with 1 being the least important to 10 being the most important. Scores 

are given from 1 to 10 with 1 representing a complete inability to perform in the area and 10 being a 

perfect ability to perform. 

 

The weights used for scoring each category and the rationale are provided below. 
 
 

CRITERION WEIGHT DISCUSSION 

 
ACCURACY 

 
10 

Accuracy is the most important factor. The duplication process must 
properly obtain the voter’s selections and must properly identify the 
correct ballot style on which to transcribe them. 

 
 
 
 

ADAPTABILITY 

 
 
 
 

4 

Adaptability means the solution can be used with any election 
management and tabulation platform as well as any election rules. It 
allows many jurisdictions the ability to use automated ballot 
duplication. This also allows jurisdictions to update technology 
around the ballot duplication solution without having to upgrade this 
solution. This category refers to the technology adaptability and also 
how well the solution adapts to different voting rules, ballot designs, 
and return methods. Since this criterion does not impact the voter or 
the accuracy of the duplication, it does not receive a high weight. 

 
 

AUDITABILITY 

 
 

8 

Auditability is important to ensure the accuracy of the system can 
be reviewed and proven accurate and reliable. This category instills 
public trust and enables recounts where the original ballot must be 
reviewed. 

 
 

LOW COST 

 
 

7 

Costs are considered at 2, 4 and 8 years using a standard 4-year 
election cycle. The cost is important to ensure the 
process/technology is financially viable for jurisdictions to purchase 
and maintain. The category is weighted high since reducing cost is 
one of the main goals of the research effort. 

 
 
 

EASE OF ADOPTION 

 
 
 

3 

This category refers to how easily the solution can be adopted by a 
jurisdiction. If it is too difficult for a jurisdiction to adopt, the solution 
is less viable. It should be as simple as possible without requiring 
large changes in processes. Since the criterion does not directly 
impact the voters, and it is typically a one-time process, it does not 
receive a high weight. 

 
 

EASE OF SETUP 

 
 

5 

This is how easy the duplication process/technology is to set up per 
election. It should not be time consuming. While it is one time per 
election, the election staffs are very busy during the pre-election 
cycle and this setup cannot take up too much of their time. 
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CRITERION WEIGHT DISCUSSION 

 
EASE OF 
OPERATION 

 

6 

This reflects how easy the solution is to operate. The operation 
should be simple, intuitive, and not require a highly technical 
skillset. Since this is part of the actual election processing, this 
category receives a higher score than the setup and adoption. 

 
EFFICIENCY/SPEED 

 
6 

The ballot duplication should not delay other election processes. It 
should be efficient, take an appropriate amount of people, and not 
create an additional burden on resources. 

 
 

RELIABILITY 

 
 

5 

The reliability of the duplication is important to the overall viability of 
the solution. The duplication should not require excessive 
troubleshooting. The duplication solution should work in nearly all 
cases. 

 
REPORTING 

 
4 Reporting is important to evaluate the duplication efforts, but it does 

not impact the overall outcome of the duplication. 
 
 

SCALABILITY 

 
 

5 

The system’s ability to increase its capacity without a similar 
increase of burden is an important factor. Many times, the amount 
of duplication required is unknown and planning becomes a 
challenge when the people or time devoted to it have to increase 
with the volume. 

 
 

TRANSPARENCY 

 
 

4 

Due to the nature of duplication, it is important that the process is 
transparent. Users and the public should be able to see how the 
original ballot is processed into the duplicated ballot and be able to 
validate the correct duplication. 
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9.3 Scoring 
 

9.3.1 Manual Ballot Duplication Evaluation 
Manual duplication is the current approach taken in New Jersey and in major jurisdictions across the 

United States. The process involves multiple people from the election office sitting down, reviewing the 

ballot that cannot be scanned, and hand copying the selections to a machine-readable ballot of the 

same ballot style. The following table presents the scores for the manual duplication approach and the 

rationale for the score. 

 
 

CRITERION SCORE DISCUSSION 

 

ACCURACY 

 

8 
Human error is always a factor, even when multiple people are 
involved. While SCYTL does not believe that mistakes are made 
often, there is a chance that mistakes are made with any intense 
human-effort project. This risk increases as volume increases. 

 
ADAPTABILITY 

 
10 

Manual duplication is 100% adaptable to any situation. If the 
original ballot can be marked by hand, then manual duplication 
can occur. 

 
 
 

AUDITABILITY 

 
 
 

5 

One can create a chain of custody and impose serial numbers on 
ballots that will facilitate a full audit of the duplication process. This 
is an effective system which allows officials to trace back and 
audit duplicated ballots and their originals. While this is not difficult 
to maintain for a small number of ballots, the ability to maintain 
this system and conduct an audit is more difficult as volume 
increases. 

 
 

LOW COST 

 
 

4 

Manual duplication has a high operating cost. The cost of manual 
duplication is roughly the same as each election before it. This 
means manual duplication costs remain constant for each 
election, assuming similar turnout, instead of reducing over time. 
This is a poor model for long-term cost reduction. 

EASE OF 
ADOPTION 

 
8 Manual duplication is a fairly easy concept to adopt and to 

incorporate a procedure and workflow around. 

 

EASE OF SETUP 

 

8 
The setup for manual duplication typically involves the 
organization of three people to perform the duplication, along with 
the blank ballots and other supplies needed. This is not a difficult 
process to set up. 

 
EASE OF 
OPERATION 

 

4 
Manual duplication is a laborious effort by multiple people. It 
requires that each person pay careful attention at all times and 
review each other’s work. Each ballot must have the attention of 
each person and the effort does not scale well. 

 
 

EFFICIENCY/SPEED 

 
 

1 

Manual duplication can typically occur at rates of 4-5 minutes per 
ballot side. This includes time for the persons performing the 
duplication to interpret the marks and make them on the new 
ballot and time for the observers to review the duplication before 
proceeding to the next side. 

 
RELIABILITY 

 
9 

Manual duplication is extremely reliable since it only needs the 
original ballots, blank ballots, marking devices, and people to 
perform the duplication. 
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CRITERION SCORE DISCUSSION 
 

REPORTING 
 

2 There are very little reporting capabilities inherent in manual 
duplication. There is no data collection for reporting. 

 
SCALABILITY 

 
2 

The ability to scale is directly proportional to the resources 
devoted to the project. There is very little ability to increase 
capacity without costing additional time or money. 

 
TRANSPARENCY 

 
8 

Manual duplication provides a direct comparison of the original 
ballot to the duplicated ballot during the process. It does not rely 
on any software or other electronic process. 
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9.3.2 Automated Ballot Duplication Evaluation (Proof of Concept – POC) 
The following table presents the scores for the automated duplication approach used in this project 

and the rationale for the score. 

 
 

CRITERION SCORE DISCUSSION 

 
 
 

ACCURACY 

 
 
 

8 

The solution offers an extremely accurate image processing 
component that ensures marks are correctly determined. No 
issues were found during any of the testing performed as a 
part of this project. 

 
However, the proof of concept does not perform as much error 
checking as the recommended system, and, thus, the 
accuracy is not as highly scored. 

 

ADAPTABILITY 

 

7 
The proof of concept has limitations that may prevent it from 
being used everywhere. It does, however, have most of the 
capabilities needed across the U.S. and has been 
demonstrated to work with some of the popular ballot formats. 

 
 
 
 

AUDITABILITY 

 
 
 
 

3 

The proof of concept system is not a unified solution; thus, the 
auditability is limited to each component trusting the prior one 
and vice versa. One other area of weakness is the original 
recording of an electronic ballot into the software (e.g., ballots 
returned by email). There is currently no scheme to ensure 
these ballots are marked with a unique tracking number only 
once. This weakness can be managed by people and 
processes, but it is preferred if the system had its own 
mechanism. 

 
 
 
 

LOW COST 

 
 
 
 

3 

As discussed further in Section 10.5, the election cost of 
automated duplication reduces over time for larger counties 
(counties above 100,000 registered voters). Manual 
duplication costs, on the other hand, remain the same per 
election. This leads to mid- and long-term cost savings for 
automated duplication versus manual duplication. Cost 
savings are realized sooner for larger counties. For example, 
counties larger than 200,000 see a cost reduction versus 
manual duplication after the first 4-year election cycle. 

 

EASE OF ADOPTION 

 

3 

The adoption of this new technology in its current form would 
be somewhat difficult. The jurisdiction would need to have a 
moderate/high technical staff and be trained. The change in 
their processes would be minimal, however. 

 

EASE OF SETUP 

 

4 

The most difficult part of the setup could be done as part of a 
service offering since it is a one-time setup, as long as the 
ballot artwork remains the same between elections. The other 
aspects of the setup are simple but repetitive. 

 
EASE OF 
OPERATION 

 

8 
Once it is running, the software is easy to operate. It can be 
started and left to run on its own. The operator can monitor 
and print the results when it is done. There are a few 
intermittent steps, but they are simple. 
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CRITERION SCORE DISCUSSION 

 
 
 

EFFICIENCY/SPEED 

 
 
 

9 

IRISXtract can process ballots at 300/hour with some variance 
based on the complexity of the ballot. Other parts of the 
process can run faster, but the IRISXtract processing of the 
ballot is the limiting factor. This is still a significant increase 
over manual duplication but may take a few hours to complete 
for larger jurisdictions. Since it can be left to run on its own, 
this amount of time does not take away from time the operator 
can be doing other things. 

 
 

RELIABILITY 

 
 

7 

Since there are machines involved, such as the scanner and 
printer, the reliability is equal to the reliability of those 
machines. The project did not test various machines for 
reliability, but industrial scanners and printers should have 
minimal issues. 

 

REPORTING 

 

6 
Since the software can collect various data points, the 
reporting capabilities increase significantly compared to 
manual duplication. The proof of concept does not have as 
much reporting as the recommended solution could have. 

 
 
 
 

SCALABILITY 

 
 
 
 

10 

With a high-speed scanner, printer, and this technology 
solution, the amount of time and effort grows at 1/100 of the 
pace of manual duplication. In other words, as the number of 
ballots grow, the amount of time needed to duplicate them 
using this solution will be 1% of the time it takes to manually 
duplicate them, per ballot. For example, for 100 extra ballots, 
it may take an additional 8 hours to perform manual 
duplication, whereas it would take an extra 5 minutes (of an 
operator’s time) with automated duplication. 

 
 

TRANSPARENCY 

 
 

4 

The operator has full transparency into the determination of all 
of the selections and ballot styles. This is only available to 
certain users, but the comparison of the original to the new 
can be saved and shown to others who need to see. 
Therefore, the potential for full transparency is there, but it is 
not present in the proof of concept. 
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9.3.3 Automated Ballot Duplication Evaluation (Recommended Solution) 
Throughout the project, SCYTL has identified optional improvements that would increase the 

solution’s ultimate viability. The following table presents the scores for the recommended automated 

duplication approach, with many of the improvements suggested in Section 11, and the rationale for 

the score. 

 
 

CRITERION SCORE DISCUSSION 

 
ACCURACY 

 
9 

Accuracy is improved from the proof of concept 
because of additional error checking. Error checking 
improvements are discussed more in Section 11.2. 

 
 

ADAPTABILITY 

 
 

8 

Adaptability can be greatly improved by adding support 
for additional ballot types and multiple write-in votes. 
This could also be accomplished by refactoring BRT to 
use X-Y coordinates instead of the PDF encoding to 
mark ballots. This is discussed more in Section 11.6. 

 

AUDITABILITY 

 

8 
Adding a unique serial number to each ballot with a 
scanner and embosser will facilitate a unique tracking 
number that will allow for the full comparison of original 
to final ballot. This is discussed further in Section 11.1. 

 
 
 
 
 

LOW COST 

 
 
 
 
 

5 

While the cost of the actual duplication is less per page, 
the initial cost of the duplication software, training, etc., 
is higher than the initial cost of manual duplication. Over 
time, the initial cost plus ongoing costs are less than the 
same costs for manual duplication. This is especially 
true for larger jurisdictions that manually duplicate 
hundreds of ballots per election. In fact, after the first 4- 
year election cycle of using the recommended system, 
the cost for a jurisdiction with 200,000 voters breaks 
even and begins to be less and less with the automated 
duplication versus manual duplication. This is discussed 
more in Section 10.5. 

 

EASE OF ADOPTION 

 

6 
The recommended solution would have better 
documentation and utilize a singular interface. This 
would make it easier to use and adopt. This is 
discussed more in Section 11.4. 

 
EASE OF SETUP 

 
6 

The recommended solution would provide a singular 
module to set up and remove as many setup steps as 
possible. This is discussed more in Section 11.4. 

EASE OF 
OPERATION 

 
9 

The operation is made easier by unifying the solution 
and removing the need for an operator to know how to 
use IRISXtract and BRT. 

 
EFFICIENCY/SPEED 

 
10 

The efficiency and speed is improved by creating a 
unified solution that does not require operator 
assistance between IRISXtract and BRT. 

 
RELIABILITY 

 
7 

Hardware and machine reliability would remain the 
same from the proof of concept to the recommended 
solution. 
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CRITERION SCORE DISCUSSION 

REPORTING 8 Additional reports would be built into the recommended 
solution. 

 
 

SCALABILITY 

 
 

10 

While the system is limited to processing 300 
ballots/hour, a second parallel system with separate 
software and hardware could be built out to achieve 600 
ballots/hours. This increase in capacity would not have 
any repercussions on the process. 

 
 

TRANSPARENCY 

 
 

6 

The recommended solution will have a publishable side- 
by-side comparison of the original and duplicated 
ballots. This would allow anyone to see the original as 
marked by the voter compared to the final duplicated 
ballot and verify the duplication was performed 
correctly. 
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9.4 Overall Evaluation Scores and Discussion 
The weighted scores per evaluation category are shown below. 

 
 
 

 MANUAL 
DUPLICATION 

PROOF OF CONCEPT 
AUTOMATED 
DUPLICATION 

RECOMMENDED 
AUTOMATED 
DUPLICATION 

TOTAL WEIGHTED 
SCORE 377 409 524 

 
 
 

 
CRITERION MANUAL 

DUPLICATION 

PROOF OF CONCEPT 
AUTOMATED 
DUPLICATION 

RECOMMENDED 
AUTOMATED 
DUPLICATION 

ACCURACY 80 80 90 

ADAPTABILITY 40 28 32 

AUDITABILITY 40 24 64 

LOW COST 28 21 35 

EASE OF ADOPTION 24 9 18 

EASE OF SETUP 40 20 30 

EASE OF OPERATION 24 48 54 

EFFICIENCY/SPEED 6 54 60 

RELIABILITY 45 35 35 

REPORTING 8 24 32 

SCALABILITY 10 50 50 

TRANSPARENCY 32 16 24 
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The weighted comparison shows that the recommended solution is the most viable approach. The 

manual duplication and the proof of concept’s automated duplication received much lower results, but 

their total scores were very similar to one another. This is due to both approaches having different 

strengths and weakness. Manual duplication is more reliable, adaptable, transparent, and easier to 

adopt and set up than the proof of concept automated duplication option, while the automated 

duplication is easier to operate, much faster, and more scalable. 

 

The full recommended automated duplication solution yielded the highest overall score because it 

addresses some of the weakness with the proof of concept. For example, by improving the ability to 

add unique serial numbers to the ballots, the auditability score is improved. By unifying the two 

modules—IRISXtract and BRT—into a single user interface, the ease of operation and efficiency are 

also further improved. Finally, by refactoring some of the duplication logic, additional ballot types can 

be supported. 

Weighted Score Comparision 
100 

80 
60 
40 
20 

0 

Manual Duplication 

RECOMMENDED Automated Duplication 

PROOF OF CONCEPT Automated Duplication 
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10 Accomplishments 
The New Jersey Electronic Ballot Duplication System project achieved some great and important 

steps towards a full-scale automated ballot duplication solution that does not rely on barcodes. The 

project evaluated a new technology to read and duplicate ballots and found that it has great promise to 

be an accurate and scalable solution to ballot duplication problems. The project also evaluated very 

diverse ballots and found the technology will be able to transfer well across many different election 

platforms, though not all of them. If produced at the recommended level, the technology stands to be a 

cost-effective, accurate, and fast method for duplicating nearly all ballots that jurisdictions are currently 

duplicating by hand. 
 

10.1 Duplication Without Barcodes 
The primary goal of the project was to determine the feasibility of “scrapping” ballots for the 

information necessary to create a duplicate ballot. The technology could not assume the ballot style or 

any of the ballot content. A barcode, which stores this information in an easily transferable format, 

could not be used. The project successfully designed a solution to perform this activity and proved the 

solution’s capabilities through multiple demonstrations and testing events. Any similar testing of this 

type of technology has not been done to SCYTL’s knowledge. The only known solutions currently 

available rely on 2D barcodes imprinted by the marking technology the voter used. This encompasses 

a limited amount of ballots because it requires the voters to use an electronic marking technology. The 

PDF “scrapping” technology proven in this project is able to duplicate any ballot no matter the voter’s 

marking method and do so with a high degree of tolerance for ballot conditions. 
 

10.2 Accuracy of Duplication 
One of the main concerns of this technology was how accurate it would be given the high number of 

conditions that are normally found with returned ballots. In the testing conducted, the project team 

evaluated many common and uncommon conditions and found the technology to display a high 

degree of tolerance for these conditions while remaining accurate. Much of the tolerance depends on 

the original ballot design. In this report, each ballot layout should have some characteristics that will 

offer a basis for error detection and correction. This is already present in most ballot design but not all. 

Additionally, the software is trainable and can become more and more accurate over time and for 

different scenarios. For example, IRISXtract has a module that was not used during the project but 

has the capability to be shown images and associate them to an understood result. This can be 

applied to unique fonts, images, etc. Furthermore, it is believed that the software can even learn voter 

behavior as it scans a ballot and automatically adjust thresholds for mark-detection based on a pattern 

it sees with the ballot. This would improve the accuracy of the system for voters who tend to mark very 

light or who put slashes or Xs in the ovals instead of filling them in. Since the testing conducted during 

the project yielded completely accurate results, these further tuning activities were not evaluated. 
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10.3 Flexibility of Duplication 
Another one of the main concerns when performing automated ballot duplication without an intelligent 

barcode is the flexibility of the solution to handle different ballot designs and nuances between election 

management systems in the United States. SCYTL found the solution had a high degree of flexibility 

with the various election concepts and ballots and could transfer between states and counties. There 

are some restrictions that can be removed to make the technology even more transferable. Here is a 

breakdown of different ballot characteristics. 

 
 

Ballot Characteristic Imaging Processing Duplication 
 
 

Write-in Votes 

 
IRISXtract is able to lift the 
write-in votes and store them 
in TIFF files. 

The BRT solution is able to 
stamp the TIFF image into the 
ballot PDF on the 
corresponding write-in line. 

 
Multiple Write-in Votes per 
Contest 

 
IRISXtract is able to lift multiple 
write-in votes. 

BRT is not able to apply 
multiple write-in votes at the 
current time. 

 
 

Vote for Multiple 

IRISXtract is able to collect 
multiple voter selections for 
each contest. There is no limit 
to the number of options 
supported. 

 
BRT is able to duplicate 
multiple selections per contest. 
There is no limit to the number 
of options supported. 

 
 
 

Multiple Pages 

IRISXtract can be set up and 
adjusted to read selections 
from multi-page ballots. There 
is no limit to the number of 
pages supported, as long as it 
is configured in IRISXtract. 

 
BRT is able to duplicate voter 
selections onto multi-page 
ballots. There is no limit to the 
number of pages supported. 

 
 
 

Original Ballot Dimensions 

IRISXtract can be set up to 
work with any original size 
ballot. This includes the 
common dimensions of 11-, 
14-, and 17-inch ballots. The 
orientation of the ballot is also 
not important for IRISXtract. 

 
 
 

BRT is not affected by the 
original ballot dimensions. 

 
 
 
 
 

Marking Shape 

IRISXtract can work with any 
shape that is used by voters to 
make their selections. The 
software checks for a threshold 
of pixels in the image it is 
processing so that it can be 
configured to work with any 
shape, whether it is an oval, 
square, arrow, or something 
else. 

 
 
 

BRT is also agnostic to the 
shape but must be 
programmed separately for 
each one. 

 
 

Column-Based Ballot Design 
IRISXtract can be set up to 
read ballot selections from 
multiple columns going top 
down. 

BRT is able to understand the 
ballot and duplicate selections 
in a column-based ballot 
design. 
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Ballot Characteristic Imaging Processing Duplication 
 
 

Left-to-Right Ballots 

IRISXtract can be set up to 
read ballots that use an 
alternate reading direction, 
such as left-to- right in a grid 
configuration. 

BRT can be modified to 
support left-to-right reading 
direction but is not currently set 
up to do so. 

 
 
 
 

Alternating Marking 
Positions 

If the oval positions vary in 
their X and/or Y coordinates for 
each ballot style, IRISXtract 
will need to be configured for 
each ballot style. This is not 
true when ballots have a fixed 
grid for the marking positions. 
Therefore, alternating marking 
positions is achievable but not 
preferred. 

 
BRT can work with alternative 
marking positions as long as 
the PDF code enables it to 
read the ovals and associate 
them with candidates. It is also 
important that the order of 
ovals in the PDF code 
correspond to their visual 
representation. 

 
 
 

Image/Document Formats 

IRISXtract can accept nearly 
any image file to conduct its 
setup and to read during 
operation. TIFF was used in 
the project, but PDF, DOCX, 
JPEG, PNG, and others can 
be used. 

 
BRT is limited to only 
supporting blank ballot style 
PDFs that have an underlying 
code structure that is 
interpretable and can be 
manipulated. 
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10.4 Duplication Speed and Scalability 
The technology solution studied in this project can duplicate ballots up to 25 times faster than manual 

duplication. In other words, the automated ballot duplication can process 300 ballots an hours, while 

typical manual duplication can process 12. The automated duplication process also does not require 

an operator to be present during the duplication process. If it is done in stages, the operator only 

needs to assist the technology in stage transitions and to address any ballots that go to the Verify 

module. This greatly reduces the amount of time and attention the duplication process takes 

compared to manual duplication. 

 

When scaling the operation due to unexpected volume or a larger election, the automated duplication 

takes a minimal amount of extra time during the setup and operation. The work in the setup is directly 

proportional to the number of ballot styles. This will not vary with how many ballots are returned and 

need to be duplicated. The amount of time required for duplication is only increased by the amount of 

time required by IRISXtract to run and does not necessarily mean that a staff member will need to 

devote additional time. IRISXtract and BRT can be scaled without purchasing additional hardware or 

software. If the user did need to go faster than 300 ballots/hour, the solution can be run in parallel, 

thus increasing the speed with every parallel system installed. 
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10.5 Long-Term Cost Reduction 
SCYTL prepared a cost model by which it compared the current manual duplication process and the 

recommended automated ballot duplication solution. The model is based on a simple electoral model 

in a medium-sized county. Here are some of the parameters for the cost model: 

 
 

Parameter Description Amount Used 
 
 

Election Official Hourly Cost 
The average hourly rate for the 
election officials who set up 
and perform the duplication 
responsibilities. 

 
 

$ 21.00 

 
Election Assistant/Staffer 
Hourly Cost 

The average hourly rate for the 
election staff that perform the 
duplication responsibilities. 

 
$ 12.00 

 
Registered Voters Number of registered voters in 

the county 

 
200,000 

 
Duplication Ratio Expected percentage of ballots 

to duplicate 

 
2% 

 
Election Officials Involved 

Average number of election 
officials involved in some way 
with the duplication process 

 
2 

 
 

Election Staff Involved 
Average number of election 
assistants/staffers involved in 
some way with the duplication 
process 

 
 

3 

 
 

The research team used a 4-year election model consisting of Presidential, Gubernatorial/Statewide, 

county, and municipal elections. This included two Presidential (includes the Primary), two 

Gubernatorial/Statewide, four county, and four municipal elections. The research team varied the 

expected turnout and size of the ballots for each of these elections. 

 

Using this model, the research team found that the manual and automated ballot duplication process 

cost about the same amount over the first 4-year election cycle in a county with 200,000 registered 

voters. The model further found that manual duplication is roughly 55 percent of the automated cost at 

two years and roughly 137 percent of the automated cost at eight years. This means manual 

duplication is cheaper at two years and more expensive by eight years. The automated approach has 

higher upfront costs and an annual license fee, whereas the manual duplication approach has higher 

operating and personnel costs. For every 4-year period after the initial 4-year period, manual 

duplication costs are basically the same amount for each election cycle, which is equivalent to 100 

percent of the original cost. For automated duplication, the cost is only 47 percent of the original 4- 

year cost. In other words, manual duplication will increase its costs faster than the automated 

approach over time, and automated duplication will become increasing more cost efficient as time 

goes on. 
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This remains true for counties with 100,000 or more registered voters. For counties with less than 

100,000 voters, the software license costs exceed the cost of manual duplication; therefore, 

automated duplication will not be as cost effective. Counties with greater than 100,000 will see a long- 

term cost reduction, but the breakeven point will vary. For counties between 100,000 and 200,000 

registered voters, the breakeven point will be closer to eight years. For larger counties, the automated 

duplication approach will be cost effective as early as three years. The exact breakeven points depend 

heavily on the particulars for each jurisdiction. 
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11 Recommendations 
Based on the analysis and the comparison completed in Section 9, SCYTL believes it is prudent to 

continue this overall course of action and follow up on the technology presented here with its 

recommended version. As shown, an enhanced version meeting these recommendations has the 

potential to remove some of the issues with the proof of concept and prove to be a better option than 

manual duplication. 

 

Throughout the course of the project, SCYTL prepared thoughts and suggestions for improvements 

that went beyond the scope of the project. The following sections identify the areas SCYTL believes 

can be improved in a successor to the proof of concept. 
 

11.1 Unique Identification of Each Ballot 
In order for the system to be truly auditable, each ballot must be uniquely accounted for, and the 

system must be able to ensure no outside or inside user duplicated a ballot more than once. Even 

without advanced identification, this type of behavior can be caught by manually reconciling the voter 

history with number of ballots tabulated (this is already being done), but SCYTL believes the 

duplication technology must make this process easier. 

 

The first step is to realize that paper ballots and electronically returned ballots present two unique 

issues. For the paper ballots, the paper itself must be marked in a unique way and the duplication 

software must record the unique mark and ensure it is not scanned again. For electronic ballots, 

malicious or inadvertent duplication before being uniquely identified is also an issue. For both of these 

situations, the solution is to uniquely identify each ballot before ballot canvassing. 

 

Once each ballot has been marked with a unique identifier, IRISXtract will read the identifier and 

check against any previously processed ballots. Any ballots with the same identifier will not be 

processed and will later be rejected as a duplicate. The unique ID will be read and passed to BRT, 

which will stamp the same ID on the duplicated ballot to ensure the original and duplicated ballots can 

be paired together if necessary. 
 

11.2 Additional Error Checking 
There are a few errors that can occur during the duplication that can be better accounted for in an 

enhanced solution. First, the IRISXtract system can be configured with a range of pixels that can be 

read as “possible marks.” This establishes a range of pixels where the system can prompt the user for 

a manual determination instead of making an automated mark or no-mark determination. This was not 

used during the evaluation but should be because it will allow for greater scrutiny of potentially 

questionable marks. 
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Second, the BRT solution accepts the IRISXtract export without scrutinizing it. One of the validations it 

must do is validate that the IRISXtract export accounts for all marking positions on the ballot. This is 

because BRT works based off of contest and option counters. It marks options on the duplicated ballot 

based on whether the current oval count is listed as marked in the export. This approach is fine if the 

IRISXtract export correctly accounts for every oval—marked and unmarked. However, if the IRISXtract 

export is off by just one, it will throw off the duplicate marking on every contest from where the error 

occurs throughout the rest of the ballot. While this is an impractical scenario, the final recommended 

solution should prevent it by checking the export file to ensure it accounts for each oval. The best 

approach is to share the database of possible voting positions from IRISXtract to BRT. This will allow 

BRT to make sure the export contains the possible voting positions that the administrator configured. 
 

11.3 Self-Learning IRISXtract Scanning 
IRISXtract works from a threshold of pixels that is applied to the marking area. If there are a greater 

number of dark pixels than the threshold, this is considered a mark. Otherwise, it is not. This threshold 

is currently applied to the entire set of ballots being processed. It is potentially possible, however, for 

IRISXtract to dynamically adjust this threshold based on a pattern it sees for each ballot. For example, 

if the user takes all marks from a ballot, the system can do a statistical analysis of the types of marks 

the person is making. If the system sees a consistent pattern, it is possible to create new parameters 

for that one ballot. This is better than setting thresholds that remain constant across all ballots and 

should yield even more accurate results. 
 

11.4 Unification of IRISXtract and BRT 
One of the drawbacks to the proof of concept solution is its combination of IRISXtract and BRT 

through an export/import process. The final recommended system would create a unified platform that 

utilized the core frameworks of IRISXtract and BRT and presented a unified dashboard for the user. 

The solution would utilize the power of IRISXtract for Documents solution and combine it with the 

capabilities of BRT. This would be a .NET application using the IRISXtract Programming Toolkit for 

C#. This would result in a single application interface for users during the ballot duplication operation. 

This approach would remove the requirement for the two systems to coordinate through a file 

exchange during operation. There is some configuration of IRISXtract that may be necessary per 

election, but the intention is to automate that setup through the use of the IRISXtract toolkit. 

 

One potential feature of the recommended system is user-less operation. For instance, the solution 

can be configured to work with a scanner and immediately begin processing scanned images or 

configured to search for a directory of images to process. As it scans each one, it will use IRISXtract 

and BRT to create side by side images of the original and duplicated ballots. Operators can see the 

ballots as they are being processed and review them when the processing is complete. The solution 

can also automatically print completed ballots when finished processing each one, or it can wait for 

operator conformation before printing. 
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The process will still report any uncertainty or errors and will launch the IRISXtract Verify tool if 

needed. 

 
 

11.5 Improve Setup Requirements 
The setup process can be improved by adding a preprocessing step to the solution to perform what 

the setup process is currently requiring an operator to perform. This preprocessing step will use 

IRISXtract technology to setup up IRISXtract for duplication. The preprocessing will identify a unique 

ballot style identifier and a list of contests, options, oval X position, and oval Y position mappings for 

each blank ballot style. This would eliminate the need for the user to point to each oval and map it to 

the contest and option for each ballot style. This will still assume consistent artwork is used in the 

jurisdiction for all elections. The preprocessing step will eliminate one of the more technical aspects of 

the setup. 
 

11.6 Refactor BRT Logic 
The SCYTL BRT software was designed to read the low-level PDF code to understand the ballot and 

convert the voter’s selections into selections on the PDF’s visual representation. This approach works 

well for ballots constructed using PDF code, which is interpretable and contains certain relationships. 

However, PDFs can be created in many different ways to achieve the desired visual representation 

and may not always have the underlying relationships necessary for BRT. 

 

There is an alternative approach that could be taken to achieve the same results but without requiring 

the PDF to be created in any certain way. This approach is to overlay marks on the PDF ballots in the 

ballot positions corresponding to the voter’s selections. This would add an additional layer of content 

on top of the current PDF content instead of manipulating the current content, which is the current 

approach. This new approach is only possible if BRT has a mapping of valid voting locations for each 

ballot style and the IRISXtract export referenced those locations. Fortunately, IRISXtract does have 

this information due to some of its setup requirements. 

 

BRT could be refactored to use the absolute marking areas of the original ballot that are collected by 

IRISXtract when it is first set up to read the ballots. These are rectangular areas defined by the pixel 

locations of the top left, top right, bottom left, and bottom right of the rectangle. BRT would add a mark 

in this marking area if IRISXtract finds that the voter made a mark in the same area. This approach 

requires that BRT know nothing of the other ballot content and only where to place to marks. 

 

This approach is a complete deviation from the way BRT works and would require a rewrite of the 

software. This approach may also have issues that are unknown at this time because the 

recommendation is untested. 
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11.7 Improve Transparency 
For third parties or the general public, the recommended solution should be able to produce a 

publishable side-by-side comparison of the input and output. This can be published to HTML or PDF 

so it can be easily distributed and thus enhance the transparency of the duplication effort. 
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12 Conclusion 
The New Jersey Electronic Ballot Duplication System project achieved important steps toward a full- 

scale automated ballot duplication solution that does not rely on barcodes. The project evaluated a 

new technology to read and duplicate ballots and found that it has great promise to be an accurate 

and scalable solution to ballot duplication issues that exist in current manual and barcode systems. 

The research team believes that the technology should be further evaluated and developed using the 

recommendations in Section 11. 
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Appendix A Monmouth Ballot 
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Appendix B Sussex ESS Ballot 
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Appendix C Dominion ICC Ballot 
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Appendix D Hart Test Ballot 
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Appendix E IRISXtract 
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